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Whitehead transfers for S1-bundles9 an algebraic description

Hans J. Munkholm and Erik Kjaer Pedersen

§0. Introduction

Let F-*E-*B be a bundle of finite complexes. D. Anderson [1] defines a

géométrie transfer homomorphism f%rh:yNh(7r1B)-^Wh(/ir1E) which maps the
Whitehead torsion of a homotopy équivalence g : K—> B to the Whitehead torsion
of the induced homotopy équivalence g*(J5)—>E. (Actually Anderson works with
PL bundles, but by topological invariance of Whitehead torsion [4] this is no
longer necessary.) Similarly there is a homomorphism f%0:K0(XTr1B)^>
KoiZiTxE) [6] relating the finiteness obstruction of a complex dominated by B to
the finiteness obstruction of the total space of the pullback. The homomorphisms
fwh and /k0 are known in some cases e.g. if the bundle is trival [9], [8] or when
some assumptions are made on the behaviour of fundamental groups [7], [11],
[12]. The case F=Sl turns out to be of particular interest since knowing the
géométrie transfer homomorphisms in this case enables one to compute it in a

number of other cases (see §7). In this paper we give a complète algebraic
description of the géométrie transfers in the case F S1 and also compute it for
other fibres such as lens spaces, S3/Q(8), tori, see Theorems 7.1, 7.2, 7.3.

We prove

THEOREM A. Let S1-*E-*B be an orientable Sx-bundle with fundamental
group séquence Z-»ir —»p —» 1 and let xeWh(p) be represented by an nXn
invertible matrix Â over Zp. Choose A and B9 matrices over Ztt, reducing to Â and
Â'1 respectively, and let teir be the image of l€Z. Then AB I-(t-l)C for
some nXn matrix C over Ztt and /wh(x) is given by the 2nx2n matrix

/A -CV
\r-l B

which détermines a well defined élément of Wh (tt).

We also compute f^ in case the bundle is not orientable, see Theorem 2.1

and Theorem 3.1 for the exact formulation.

404
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The theorem has various corollaries (Corollary 5.2):

THEOREM B. LetSl-+E-+B be an orientable fibration with ttxB finite and
B finitely dominated. Then E is homotopy équivalent to a finite complex.

This theorem was known in case of a product S^bundle or with the assump-

tion that the exact séquence 0—»Z/ker i%—> Tr1E—î-*7r1B is the réduction of an

intégral extension 0 -» Z -> tt —> ttxB.
A corollary of Theorem B is the foliowing (Theorem 7.2):

THEOREM C. Let M be a differentialbe manifold with 0 Euler characteristic
and M-^E-^B a bundle with structure group a compact connected Lie group. If
ttxB is finite and B is finitely dominated then E is homotopy équivalent to a finite
complex.

Given a bundle of manifolds S1-»^}—>£ various authors hâve defined
transfers K_l(Z7r1B)-»X_l(Z7r1E), Wh (u^B) -> Wh (^E) using concordances.

It is easy to see [14] that thèse transfers agrée with the ones considered hère, and
thus our computations extend to computations of concordance transfers.

§1. The algebraic S^transfer map

Let S be a ring (with unit, not necessarily commutative). Assume given an

automorphism s —» s* of S and an élément aeS with cr* a, as s'a, for ail se S.

Then the right idéal (a) generated by a is a twosided idéal. Let p:S-+ S/(a) be
the projection. If Mn(S) is the ring of n x n matrices over S then s —> s* extends to
an automorphism, A-*A\ of Mn(S) with crA=Atcr. Also Mn(S/(or))
Mn(S)/(<r).

THEOREM 1.1. In the above situation there is a well defined homomorphism
p# : Ki(S/(or)) -» jMS) given as follows: If Â g Gl (n, SI(a)) then

1 s0)}

where A, B, CeMn(S) are chosen to satisfy

(i) p(A) Â
(ii) AB In-Ca
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Moreover,

(iii) p# is natural, Le. if f:S-*S' maps a to a' and /(st) /(s)t then

P# HP')*

K1(SI(a))-r-»K1(Sfl(<rf))

commutes
•(iv) p*p*(x) x-x\xeKl(S)

where x —? xf is induced by s —? se

(v) Ler s —> s* (s1) 6e fhc induced automorphism of S/(cr), and Jet y —> yr 6e the

induced automorphism on Ki(S/(a)). Then p*P#(y) y -y* /or a// y g

(vi) 1/ cr is not a zéro divisor then S/(a) has a free, finitely generated resolution over
S and the resulting classically defined transfer map KxiSKcr)) —> K^S) coin-
cides with p#.

Warning. Note that p# dépends on the élément a and the automorphism
s -> s\ not just the projection p.

Proof. Let M(A,B,C) (Ar f). K we hâve AB In-Ca then BA
\aln B J

In — Dcr for suitable D and

M(A)B,C)M(-B,-A,D)=( oI"

Hence M(A, B, C) is invertible.
If, for fixed A,B one chooses a différent C, say d, then (C-CJa^O. The

identity

/In (C-QAVA -C\=
\0 In Ao-L B* (Tin B

shows that [M(A, B, C)] is independent of the choice of G
Any change in A and B has the form A1 A+A2(t, B1 B+B2o- for
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arbitrary A2,B2eMn(S). It may be compensated for by letting Ct
C - A2B * - AB2 - A2crB2. The identity

IIn A2\/A -C\/In B2\/Ax -CA
\0 In )\<rln Bl Ao In I \aln B[

shows that [M(A, B, C)] is independent of the choice of A and B. If E e

Gl (n, S/(a)) is an elementary matrix then Ë p(E) for some elementary matrix
E e Gl (n, S). Also p(AE) ÂË and (AE)(E~lB) In ~ Ca. The identity

/Jn 0 VA -C\/E 0\
\0 (E-^Aorl» Bf/\0 /n/

AE -C

shows that A and AE give rise to the same élément in KX(S). Similarly one treats
ÊÂ and Â.

Finally, it is easy to deal with stabilisation. Altogether we hâve shown that
p#:iC1(S/(cr))-^X1(S) is a well defined map.

The homomorphism property is obvious when one uses

-[fr 1)]

to define the sum.
The naturality property is obvious. If AeGl(rc, S) and Â p(A) then one

may take B A"1, C 0. Hence the formula in (iv). Finally (v) holds because

p*([M(A, B, C)])

P

In case or is not a zéro divisor then S/(a) has S-^-*S »S/(cr)—»0 as a

resolution by left S modules, so p gives rise to a classical transfer map
trp :K1(S/(a))-+K1(S), see e.g. Bass [17] p. 451. The commutative diagram

To1" D Cfr)
Sn®Sn >Sn®Sn > (S/(o-))n

13 ^^ a o\'^ w^ /Pi\
\<S ij \ onJ
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shows that

trp([Â])

In fact the identity

II 0\(I -A'\{A' -o-C\_/0 -A
\B' l)\0 I )\I B' J~\I 0/

shows that

f ?)]
vanishes. (Note: When we deal with left modules we hâve matrices on the right of
row vectors in the description of homomorphisms.)

We proceed to introduce the example we are most interested in.

EXAMPLE 1.2. Let

be an exact séquence of groups with t i(l)e7r. Let co:p-»{±l} be a

homomorphism with gtg~x f°(p(g)) for ail geir. Also let R be any commutative
ring. By abuse of language we write p : jRtt -» Rp for the homomorphism of group
rings induced by p : tt —» p. Now S Rtt and cr t -1 together with the au-
tomorphism given on generators geir, by

gr1 if o>(p(g)) -l
g if co(p(g)) l

is an example of the situation described in Theorem 1.1.

The resulting homomorphism p# : Kt(Rp) -> K^Rir) induces (when R Z) a

homomorphism (still called) p# : Wh (p) -> Wh (tt) which still satisfies (iv) and (v).
In this case the naturality shows that the following diagrams commute

^ Kt(R'ir) Kt(Rir) -^
y v y y

K^Rp) -p-* Kt(R'p) Kt(Rp) ^+ K1(Rp1)
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Hère /:R—>R' is a ring homomorphism and cp, $ are group homomorphisms
making

Z >ir >p >1

i i- i-
rw v ^ ^ -»

commute and having û>1(i|r(g)) <o(g), gep. Note that the élément t i(ï) e tt can
be of finite or infinité order. Call the order k. If fc>2, then the extension (£)
détermines <o uniquely. If k 1 or 2 then p# dépends also on a) though this fact is

suppressed in the notation. The choice of a gênerator for Z is immaterial. In fact,
replacing t by r1 can be compensated for by changing A to Ar1, B to tB and C
to -Ct. The identity

(In 0 \/ Ar1 Ct \ftln 0 \ / A
\o -in)\(rl~i)in (tBY'l)\o -t^ij \{t-\)in

shows the desired.
In case k <°o one may change t to f where (r, k) 1. This gives a new exact

séquence

and an Sx-transfer map which we shall call p^):jrv1(Zp)-»K1(Z7r).

§2. Whitehead torsion and linear S-bundles

Let f:E—>B be a locally trivial Sx-bundle with structure group O(2) (for
short: a linear S^bundle) over a connected, finite CW complex B. There results a

pair (<£, o))

Z 7T1(S1) -^ ir tt^E, e0) -^ P

a) : in(B, b0) P -* {±1} Aut (^(S1))

where p is induced by /. Thus, from Section 1, we get p#:Wh(p)-> Wh(V).
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Next, let X be a finite CW complex containing B as a déformation retract,
with retraction r, say. Then JE is a déformation retract of Y=r*(JE). The pairs
(Y,E) and (X,B) hâve Whitehead torsions T(Y,E)eWh(7r), t(X,B)eW1i(p).
We shall prove

THEOREM 2.1. In the above situation one has

r(Y,E) p#r(X,B).

Proof. First consider the case where (X, B) is in simplified form ((4.7) of
Cohen, [5]), i.e.

x= (2.1)

Hère we take r to be an even integer > dim B. The cells e] hâve characteristic

maps <pvj : Iv —> X with (p^idF) b0. There is a commutative diagram

S1

(2.2)

which we proceed to explain. The horizontal maps are coverings, universal ones

being indicated by a ~. The map f is the pull back of /. If X-* BO (2) classifies /
then X >X »BO(2) deforms into BS1. Therefore, we can assume that

/:Y-h>X is a principal S1 bundle. Let fx:S1xY-^Y be the corresponding
action. If, as in Section 1, k is the order of t i(l)e tt then Y—> Y is a principal
Z/fcZ bundle (Z/fcZ Z, if fc =») The action ;x lifts to an action /d iS^x Y-> Y
where S1 =R/fcZ (=R if k »). And / is the corresponding principal S^bundle.
Finally ^^ and <P] lift <p,v, and i^ extends *^ S1-equivariantly, i0 being given by
io(x) (0, x). Also note that É Y | B is an SMnvariant subspace of Y.
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We pick basepoints êoe£çY and 60eBçX, compatibly, and above e0 and

b0. We use them to identify ir and p with the covering transformation groups on
Y and B in the standard way (see e.g. §3 of Cohen, [5]).

We go on to describe the cellular chain complexes Q.(X, B) and C*(Y, É).

2.A. The description of Q(X, B)

The cell e\ lifts to a cell of X, say ë], with characteristic map <p] (compare (2.1)
and (2.2)). The translates under p, gê,v, form a cell décomposition of (X, B), i.e.

(23)

where the cell gë] has characteristic maps gcp] : F —» X.
Now let i^eH^r^r) be the standard generator. Then C*(X,Ê) has a

Zp-basis consisting of

; pQ(X,B), / l,2,...,n; v r,r + l. (2.4)

Using this basis we see that C*(X, B) takes the form

(Zp)n^T-(Zp)n, where ÂeG\(n,Zp).

Of course, Â is invertible because X deforms to B.

2.B. The cells of (Y, É)

Let us fix the following ranges for the various indices used

/ and / range over 1, 2,..., n,

g and h range over p,

a and j3 range over Z/feZ,
v ranges over r, r +1

Also choose a set map a : p -» tt splitting p : tt —> p and having cr(l) 1.

The map cr(g)^ i^xint (Iv)^ Y then trivializes the restriction of Y to the
cell gë] cX. We give S1 the obvious cellular structure with vertices a and 1-cells

(a, a + l),ae 5^/fcZ. The product structure on S1 x int (Iv) can now be transported
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into Y by means of cr(g)i|^. Thus we get the cells

ev(j, g,a) cr(g)^({a}xint(r)) (2.6)

ev+1(J, g, [<*, a +1]) a(g)^((a, a +1) xint (Iv)) (2.7)

with characteristic maps

nv (j, g, «) or(g)^(ia xf):f-,Y (2.8)

tTH/, 6 fe « + !]) <Kg)*7(Wi] x F) : r+1 -» Y. (2.9)

Hère i^^-^S1 and w+i]:!1-^ S1 are given by ia(*) a, i[a,a+i](s)
s + a(eR/kZ). It is clear that the cells of (2.6-7) form a cellular structure on

2.C. The 7T action on the cells of (Y, É)

Recall, e.g. from MacLane [10], that each élément of it is uniquely of the form
^ (g, « ranging as in 2B). And the group structure is given by

(2.10)

(2.11)

where y:pXp--»Z/fcZ is a 2-cocycle representing the characteristic class of the
extension Z/fcZ -*tt-* p.

Also, note that under the action (1 : S1 x Y -> Y one has /d(l, -) f : Y -> Y. It
follows that

r^(s,-) ^(s + l,-), seS1 (2.12)

and from (2.12) together with (2.10-11) and (2.8-9) one easily computes the
action of the gênerai élément cr(h)t& e ir on the cells of (Y, JE). One gets

(2.13)

cr(h)f* • t]v+1(/, g, [a, a +1]) î|v+1(/, fcfe [a + a>(g)P + y(h, g),

(2.14)
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Especially

a(h)t^'^(jy 1,0) ^^ h, fi) (2.15)

cr(h)t* • r,v+10', 1, [0,1]) rf+1G; h, [fi, fi +1]). (2.16)

Thus there is a Ztt basis for C*( Y, Ë) consisting of the éléments

y;;o TfG*,l,0)*(0, and (2.17)

yr/o!i] Tîv+1(/, 1, [0, l])*(i,+1) (2.18)

2.D. The boundary in C*(Y,É)

We want to prove

PROPOSITION 2.2. Using the Zir basis given in (2.17-18) C*(Y,É) takes
the form

/rw __\n (rw An /T\ (rm \n (rw \n
(A) (t-l.-A1)

where AeMn(ZTr) has p(A) ÂeGl(n,Zp) (cfr. (2.5)).

Proof. Let us use superscript (i) to dénote the i-skeleton of any CW complex.
Also, if bK is a given R -basis for a free R -module M, and if m g M let us write
(m,bK) for the coordinates of m relative to bK (hère R will be Z or Ztt). The
commutative diagram

Hr+1(r x r, au1 x r» Tr'°-U(U]>*> Hr+1(r<r+1>, Y<r>)=cr+1(ï, é)

\ \
>Hr(Y<r\É) Cr(Y,É)ridii1 x r), (i1 x r)<r-!> u i1

(incl*) l

together with (2.15) shows that
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Similarly one proves

<ayJmi>ylo1) 5Jl(t-i). (2.20)

Let A (Aji) € Mn(Z*Tr) be given by

Under f* yvh0 maps to x" so a comparison with (2.5) reveals that

p(A) Â. (2.22)

Thus ail that is now left to prove is

OyLco2i]> yIccu]) -(A,,)1 e Ztt. (2.23)

Let

A* I *F<rW)t*> af € Z. (2.24)

Then

(Ai)1 I" *F<r(h)t* ~ I" aîîV(h)^"1 (2.25)

where Y? nieans the sum over ail fi, p with o)(h) ±l.
In order to prove (2.23) we change to intégral bases. For C#( Y, É) an intégral

basis consists of

yv0;g,«) rîv0*,g,«)*(O, and (2.26)

yv+10, g, [«, a +1]) î)v+10; g, ta, a + l])*(w). (2.27)

In ternis of thèse the known formula, (2.21), becomes

<dy'+1(j, 1,0), y'(l, K fi)) af. (2.28)
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And the desired one, (2.23), becomes

Sdj( il ù)\n) —ï.

415

(2.29)

We shall prove (2.29) for the case <o(h) -1 (the other case being slightly easier).
Consider the diagram (2.30).

By (2.28) the left hand vertical composition maps i^ to aJî'3+\. Similarly
(2.29) means that the right hand vertical composition maps i^ to aJj3+\+1.
Thus, if we can fill in dotted arrows so that the squares commute up to the sign
indicated then we are through. The action (1 : S1 x Y -> Y induces a map

where we include (JSdl1) into (S1, {0,1}) via i[04]. We put
Since

rr+2.

commutes, so does the upper square in (2.30).

r+1(F+\ dlr+ï)

{
Hr(Y<r>,y<r>-er(U,i

> Hr+2(Ir+\ dF+2

Hr+1(Y<r+1>, Y<'+1>-er+1a h,[ft 3 + 1]))

Diagram 2.30.
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If we let Tt(s) 1 - s for s e I1 c S1 then

commutes. In fact

*+1£(s -1, x)

a(h)tfi(i(s,x).

Hence

nr+1(U, [0,3 + 1]) (2.31)

also commutes. Consequently fl induces a map

b:(I\dIl)A(Y<r\ Y<r>-er(l fi,

We let X2(x) fc*(t'iA^)- Then the middle square in (2.30) commutes up to the
sign —1 because

8(1! a x) -n Adx e Hr+1(Y<r+1), Y<'+1>-er+1tt K W, ^ +1])).

And the bottom square in (2.30) commutes up to the sign —1 because of (2.31).
This finishes the proof of Proposition 2.2.

2.E. Completion of the proof of Theorem 2.1

As in Section 1 we may choose B,Ce Mn(Z7r) with AB In- C(t -1). Then

(t-l, -A') is split by A Thus (from the définitions in §§15,19 of Cohen,
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[5]) we see that

T(y'E)

This finishes the proof in the spécial case considered so far.
Using the spécial case repeatedly we see that

In the situation of Theorem 2.1, if X is a CW expansion of B then

r(Y,E) 0. (2.32)

Also, if the pairs (X, B) and (X1? B) hâve equal torsions then X and Xx both
expand to a common expansion of B. Therefore, arguing as in Anderson's proof
of 2.1 of [1], we see that

For fixed / : E -+ B r(Y, E) dépends only on r(X, B). (2.33)

Since it is known (see e.g. (7.4) of Cohen's book [5]) that any T€Wh(p) is

realized by a pair in simplified form the proof is now complète.

§3. Relation to Anderson's géométrie transfer

In this section we consider PL fibre bundles f :E-+B with fiber S1, as defined
by Anderson [2]. Anderson, [1] proves that any such gives rise to a map
/*:Wh(7T1(B))->Wh(7r1(E))-we shall call it a géométrie transfer map-such
that

For any homotopy équivalence h:Bl~* B (Bx a finite polyhedron) c\ \\
one has /*T((h)) r(îî) where h : h*E —» E covers h.

In this context we also hâve p /# : tt^E) —» ttx{B) and the algebraic S1-transfer

map p#:Wh(7r1(B))-»Wh('rr1(E)). As a corollary of Theorem 2.1 we get

THEOREM 3.1. For any PL fiber bundle f:E-+B with fiber S1 one has

/* p# : Wh (ir.iB)) -> Wh (^(E)l

In fact, Pedersen, [15], proves that /* dépends only on the exact séquence

z TTtiS1) —> in(E) -^ Tn(B) —> 1 (tf)
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and the orientation map

Now any pair (€, co) can be realized by a PL fiber bundle (fiber S1) with structure
group O(2). Thus we may assume that Theorem 2.1 applies to f:E~+B. Also,
any reWhiTr^B)) has the form t(X, B) for some X2B, and if i:B-*X,
r:X^>B are the inclusion and retraction respectively then r t(X, B) i^rii)
r*T(i) -T(r).

Thus

f*r -fT(r) -T(r) r(Y, E) p#r(X, B) p*r.

Remark 3.2. Instead of comparing p# with Anderson's /* one might also redo
Anderson's work, [1], in the context of locally trivial S1-bundles f:E-*B over
finite CW complexes. One proves that any such gives a well defined map
/*:Wh(7r1(B))-^Wh('rr1(E)), and that /* dépends only on the fundamental

group séquence and the orientation map (as in Pedersen, [15]). The above

argument then proves that /* p# also in such a context.

§4. The Bass-Heller-Swan homomorphism

Let p be a group. In [3], Bass, Heller and Swan define a split epimorphism
<p:K1(Z(pxZ))-*K0(Zp). The splitting h:K0(Zp)->K1(Z(pXZ)) is given by
h([P]) [P[s, s"1], ls]. Hère s is the generator of Z, P is any finitely generated
projective Zp module, P[s, s"1] its extension to a Z(pxZ) Z(p)[s, s"1] module,
and Zs is left multiplication by s. It is easily seen that there are "reduced éditions"
forming a commutative diagram

X.I
In this section we shall give the following homotopy theoretic interprétation of <p.

THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a finite, connected CW complex with fundamental
group p. Any r€Wh(pxZ) is the Whitehead torsion, r(g), of some map g:Y-+
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Xx S1 where

(i) Y is a connectée, finite CW complex with Z=g~1(Xxl) a connected
subcomplex

(ii) g | Z : Z —» X x 1 induces an isomorphism on fondamental groups.

For such a g let

Xxexp

6e a pull-back, and put Y+ g^iXxlO,™)). Then

(iii) g+ : Y+ —> X x [0, oo) —? X induces an isomorphism g+* : ir^Y+) -» p,
(iv) Y+ is finitely dominated with finiteness obstruction given by g+#(w(Y+))

<p(r)GK0(Zp).

Proof. Certainly t r(g) for some homotopy équivalence giY-
where Y is a finite complex. Replacing Y by a regular neighborhood of Y in some
RN we hâve Y a compact manifold. Then make prog: Y-* XxS1-* S1 smooth
and transverse to 1 to ensure that Z g"1(^xl) is a submanifold. Finally do
"ambient surgery" to ensure that Z be connected and that (ii) holds, and

triangulate the pair (X, Y) to obtain (i).
It follows easily from (i) and (ii) that Y+ and Y_ g"1(Xx(-oo,0]) are

subcomplexes with g:Y+C\Y^-+ Z a homeomorphism. An application of van
Kampens theorem then gives the following pushout diagram of groups

Hère /+i+ /_i_ id with the identification indicated. Since this implies that
7Ti(Y±) is a semi direct product K±xa± p it follows that the inclusion p-»
(K*K_)xa*a p is an isomorphism. Thus K± {1} and j+:ir1(Y+)-> p is an

isomorphism. This proves (iii).
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To prove (iv) we consider the cellular complexes of the universal coverings of
XxR and Y as well as their restrictions to Xx[0,<») and Y+. They fit into a

diagram with short exact rows

C*(Xx [0, oo)) » M(7+) > C*-t{Y+)

.i il.C*(XxR) >M(y) >C(Y
Hère M(y) is the mapping cône of y g* : C*(Y) —> Q(XxR), and M(y+) arises

similarly. By définition t is the Whitehead torsion, r(M(y)), of the acyclic simplex
M(y) with its Z(p x Z) basis coming from the cells of Y and X x S1 lifted to Y and

XxR. Also Xx[0, oo) has the homotopy type of X so C*(Xx[0, oo)) is équivalent
(over Zp) to a finite free chain complex. Hence it sufïices to prove that M(y+) is

dominated (over Zp) by a finite, free chain complex, and that its finiteness
obstruction is <p(t). ^-^_^-

Now we may choose the lifted cells in Y and XxS1 XxR so that:

If bll9..., blMl) is the preferred basis for Ai;(7) over Z(pxZ) and
s g Z is the generator for Z (written multiplicatively) then

{6rjsfc | / 1,2,..., fc(0; k 0,1,2,...} (4.1)

is a basis for M, (7+) over Z(p).

In fact, in each pXZ orbit of cells in Y or XxS1 one chooses a cell e so that
e c Y or Xx[0,00) but s~le is not. After this observation the following proposition

finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let

be an acyclic chain complex of finitely based Z(pXZ) modules. Let bx

{ba,..., blMl)} be a preferred basis for Dt and let D^ be the Z(p) module

generated by ail bt]sk, (j 1,2,..., k(i); k 0,1,2,...). Choose an integer N so

big that sNdl(D[+))eD^)1 for ail i, and let

D<+> ^» Dift
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be the resulting chain complex of Zp modules. Then D{N) is finitely dominated with
finiteness obstruction w(D(N)) <p(r(D)) in K0(Zp).

Proof. We use induction on n. For n 1 Bass, Heller and Swan show that
Cok (sNd1) is a projective over Zp, and they define <p by letting <p(t(D))
[Cok(sNd!)]. Since D(N) is équivalent to the trivial complex CokCs1^) we hâve
the desired conclusion. Let n>\ and write E for the chain complex D0-^D0
concentrated in degrées 1 and 0, F for D0-^-*D0 in degrees 2 and 1. Also
choose a splitting a of dx :DX -> Do and let

ô (Dn -^-^ ^U D2©Doi^_^ DieD0-^U Do)

D (A,
(If

D2©D0

The obvious short séquences

(which are compatibly based over Z(pxZ)) show that

Also, for N large enough, we hâve short exact séquences

0 -+ D(N) -» D(N) -» F(N) -* 0, 0 -> E(N) ^ D(N) ^ D(N) -^ 0

of Z(p) chain complexes. Now F(N) and EiN) are finitely dominated with vanishing
finiteness obstruction. Also, by the inductive hypothesis, D(N) is finitely dominated

with w(D(N)) <pr(D). It follows that D, and then D, are finitely dominated
with w(D(N)) w(D(N)) w(D(N)), which finishes the proof.

§5. The Ko- and Wh transfer maps related by the Bass-Heller-Swan
homorphism

Let f:E-*B be a Hurewicz fibration with fibre S1 and connected, finitely
dominated base B. Let

Z TT^S1) -+1T TTxCE) -? P
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be the associated pair as in Section 1. In [6], Ehrlich showed that / gives rise to a

homomorphism f* : K0(Zp) —> K0(Ztt) taking w(B) to w(JE). And in [15],
Pedersen proved that /* dépends only on the pair (#, co). We shall give the

following algebraic description of /*.

THEOREM 5.1. For any Hurewicz fibration as above, the diagram commutes.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let f :E~» B be an orientable S^fibration with B finitely
dominated and connected. If ttx{B) is finite then E has the homotopy type of a finite
complex.

Proof. If tti(E) is infinité, then ker (p) Z so € is pseudoabelian, in the sensé

of Ehrlich, [7]. Hence the resuit follows from Ehlich, [7] (or see Munkholm and

Pedersen, [12]). Compare also with the proof of Proposition 6.1.
Now let 7T tt\{E) be finite. Then an easy application of Milnor's Mayer-

Victoris séquence shows that pHc:K0(Z/7r)-^K0(Zp) is onto. Thus the gênerai
élément of K0(Zp) has the form [p*P] for some Ztt module P which admits a

stable inverse Q, i.e. P©Q (Z7r)n. Now

But by (iv) of Theorem 1.1 (p x l)#(p x 1)* 0 in the orientable case. It follows
that /* 0 as claimed.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Since the given data (€, o>) can be realized by a PL fibre
bundle, and since /* dépends only on (<g, w) we may assume that / is a PL fibre
bundle. By Theorem 3.1 it then suffices to show that

f* k* the righthand vertical arrow is
I associated with the bundle crossed

K0(Zp) <-?- Wh (p X Z) with S1
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commutes. And that is an easy conséquence of the description of <p given in
Theorem 4.1.

§6. Some compilations

We hâve so far been unable to answer the following

p
Basic question. Does there exist an orientable extension Z —> tt—» p -» 1 (with

p finitely presented, say) for which 0^p#:Wh(p)—? Wh (tt)?

For the unoriented case the examples of Pedersen and Taylor, [16], together
with Theorem 5.1 shows that one can hâve (pxl)#^0. Since essentially nothing
is known about Wh (p) when p is infinité we hâve concentrated on the case when

p is finite.

PROPOSITION 6.1. If Z-*tt-^p-*1 is orientable and tt is infinité, p is

finite, then p^ 0:

Proof. If \p\ - m then there is a commutative diagram

0 >Z * v -e-^p >1

where m is multiplication by m and i is an inclusion. One may realize this
diagram by

S1 E l >B

I I I

SV(Z/mZ) > JB/(Z/mZ) -^ B

where the map / is a PL fibre bundle with fibre S1, hence a principal S^bundle,
and the Z/mZ-action cornes from the inclusion Z/mZ—» S1. It then follows that
/* i*/*, i.e. - in view of Theorem 3.1 - p# i*pf. Since p1Hs is onto a référence
to (iv) in Theorem 1.1 finishes the proof.
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For the rest of the paragraph assume that tt is finite. Recall that CI^Ztt) is

defined to be the kernel of

SKx(Zq7r) ^> © Kx(Zq7r)
q

where Zq dénotes the q-adie completion of Z (see Oliver, [13]).

PROPOSITION 6.2. If Z->ir-*p-*l is orientable, and it is finite then

Proof. Since Qtt —» Qp splits as a map of Qtt modules, p# 0 : Kt(Qp) —»

Hence, from Theorem 1.1 p#(K1(Zp))cSK1(Z7r) (=Ker(X1(Z7r)^
Similarly p^ : XxCZqir) —» JK^CZqp) is onto so the same argument finishes

the proof.

Now QxCZtt) is pretty well understood when tt is abelian, so one might hope
to detect nontriviality of p# by projeeting into an abelian group. However one has

PROPOSITION 6.3. Let Z -* tt -> p -* 1 6e orientable and it /înite.

7rt is a homomorphism into an abelian group then h^p# 0:

/. Clearly we can assume that h is onto. Then, by the naturality in
Theorem l.l(iii), we can assume that tt is abelian and h is the identity. But any
such extension is the réduction of an intégral extension so we hâve a commutative
diagram

0 >Z —tt'-^p >0

of abelian groups and with exact rows, and we only hâve to refer to Theorem

l.l(iii) and Proposition 6.1.

§7. Examples

In this section we infer conséquences for the geometrically defined transfers in
bundles with other fibres than S1. We remind the reader of some facts from [15]:
Let F-^E-f+B be a bundle (structure group Homeo (F)) with B and F finite
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CW-complexes. Anderson [1] then gives a homomorphism /
Wh (ttiE) that relates Whitehead torsion at total and basespace level. By the
fundamental group data of the bundle we understand the exact séquence ti^F —>

7TXE —> TTtB and the orientation homomorphism ttxE —» tt0 (Homeo (F, *))
(Homeo (F, *) basepoint preserving homeomorphisms). The existence of univer-
sal examples with given fundamental group data [15] implies that /* above only
dépends on F and the fundamental group data. This means that we compute /* in
gênerai if we can compute /* for enough examples of bundles with F as fibre. The
results of [15] also tell us how many examples we need to compute with a given
fundamental group p in the base and a given orientation homomorphism p—»
7r0(Homeo (F)): Let Homeo (F) -> F be the évaluation map and Gjop(F) <= tt^F)
the image of the induced map. If it is possible to realize some fundamental group
data ttxF -* tt —» p compatible with the above orientation homomorphism and

with A =ker (tt^F-» tt), then ail such fundamental group data are classified by
H2(p; Gi(F)/A) (local coefficients) in the sensé that this group acts (transitively
and faithfully) on the set of realizable fundamental group data. Also the image in
H2(p; C(ir1(F)/A)) gives the corresponding action on the exact séquence [10]. So

if we are considering an orientable case the image in H2(p; C(iri(F)IA)) will be
the characteristic class of the extension tt^F)^ -* tt-+ p. We now restrict
ourselves to orientable bundles. (Note: this does not imply that TTiE—>

7r0(Homeo (F, *)) is trivial.) We use thèse observations to compute some examples:

Let L L(m; au an) be a 2n-1 dimensional lens space given as S2""1

{(zx,..., zn)eCn |I |zl|2= 1} divided out by Z/mZ thought of as m'th roots of
unity and (eZ/mZ acting as £(zl9..., zn) (Çatzu £a-zn) (the at's are rela-

tively prime and prime to m). S1 acts on L by the formulae

where

We let s e tt^L) be the élément obtained by letting S1 act on the basepoint. Let
L-*E-*B be an orientable bundle with fundamental group data

> 1. Consider the exact séquence

where Z-*tt sends 1 to i(s). We then hâve homomorphisms pfb):Wh(p)
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Wh(7i) defined for any b prime to the order of i(s) (compare with the end of
Section 1).

THEOREM 7.1. The géométrie Wh-transfer /* associated with the bundle

L-+E-+B is given by

/*- V ~#

where 0,6,^1 (mod m).

Proof. Gjop(L) iTi(L) since we hâve exhibited an S1-action on L which
applied to the basepoint gives a generator of tt^L). Thus the transfer is com-
pletely determined by the exact séquence Z/mZ-^ tt—»p-* 1 and we need to
construct appropriate examples. Let Z—»ir—»p~»lbe the exact séquence above
and let SX^>X-^B be a principal S1-bundle realizing this fundamental group
data. (This is always possible by [12] or [15].) Clearly L —» X xsi L —> B realizes
the fundamental group data Z/mZ —> ir —» p. (Notice we hâve carefully chosen a

generator of tt^L) thus exhibiting an isomorphism to Z/mZ.) We prove the
theorem by induction, using what amounts to an S*-CW structure on L. Let K be

an S1-equivariant regular neighborhood of L(m\ au an-i)<=
L(m; al9..., an). Then X xsi L ~» B is the union of two bundles A X xsi K
and C Xxs,S1xD2n"2 (the S ^action on S1xD2n~2 given by z-(zn,d)
(zUn-zn,d), intersecting in a bundle H X xsi S1xS2n~3. Siebenmanns sum
formulae for Whitehead torsion (see e.g. [5]) implies in obvious notation that

(the sums computed in Wh(7r) through the natural maps). However the S1-

equivariant map

S1 x S2n~3 c= S1 x D2n"2 -> S1

induces a bundle

with fibre S2n~3, so by [11] /* is 0 (because 2n -3 is odd. Had we considered the
attaching of an even S1-cell we would get /h 2/c ami thus /* would be
subtracted leading one to think of an S^CW-complex Euler characteristic).
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To complète the proof we only need to show f* p?bn).

Since X xsi S1 X/(Z/anZ) we get a diagram

s1—»

l
X i

i
B L-

S l(X/a X) — S

i"
¦XI(ZlanZ) —

I

1
> L

i
—»Xxs, L

1

with a corresponding diagram of fondamental groups

Z i—» Z »Z/mZ
1 1 I

TT

I I 1

The composite Z —^ Z > XImX sends 1 to 1 so Z XImX must send 1 to
bn where an • 6n 1 (mod m). It foliows by naturality of the algebraic SMransfer
that f% pfbn) thus ending the induction step and the proof.

We now consider F S3/Q(8), a simple example with nonabelian fundamental

group. Let F—» E -» JB be an orientable bundle with fundamental group séquence
Q(8) -> 7T —>p —> 1. If the kernel Q(8) -* tt is nontrivial the séquence is split and

it is shown e.g. in [15] that /* : Wh(p) -> Wh (ir) is trivial. Otherwise since Z/2Z is

the center of Q(8) we may establish a pushout diagram

ZZ/2ZZ ># »p

i i i <"•
Q(8) "77 »p

Let fis : Z/4Z —» Q(8), s i, j", k be the inclusions sending the generator to i, j and
fc respectively and consider the pushout diagram

Z/2Z > TT

1- 1

Z/4Z >n'-2-+p (7.2)

Q(8) >tt —
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Let a:Wh(p)-*Wh(7r) be the composite Wh (p) -^ Wh (#) -> Wh (tt') and

bs : Wh (p) -* Wh (tt), s i, /, fc the composite Wh (p)-^* Wh Or')-^ Wh (tt).

THEOREM 7.2. The géométrie Wh-transfer associated with the bundle

S3/Q(8)-^E^Bis given by

/* 2^+2^+2^ -4a

wheneuer Q(8) —> tt is monic.

Remark. Note that the diagram

Wh (p) 2!

where Res is the restriction map, is commutative, so to prove /* 0 in a spécifie
case it would suffice to prove q# 0.

Proof of Theorem 7.2. We let S1 act on the left of S3/Q(8) by z • [zl9 z2]

[£z1? £z2] where £2 z. Letting S1 act on the base-point gives the central élément
of TTiCS^QCS)). The action has 6 singular orbits of the type Z/2Z and the induced
action of SV(Z/2Z) at the singular orbits define éléments of tt1(S3/O(8)) up to
conjugacy. We get i,j and k respectively at 2 points each. We hâve an S^CW
structure on S3/Q(8) with 6 0-cells, 12 l-cells, and 8 2-cells, ail 1 and 2-cells with
0 isotropy subgroup. We construct a principal S ^bundle S1-+X-+B with
fundamental group data Z —> Z/2Z —> % -» p and consider

S1 >S3IQ(S)

i i
X >Xxs,S3/Q(8)

B > B

The right hand bundle has the right fundamental group data and can thus be used

to compute /*. The décomposition of S3/Q(8) as an S1-CW complex gives a

décomposition of the bundle in S1-bundles which we sum using Siebenmanns sum
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formulae. The 0-cells give diagrams

S1 S1 »S3/Q(8)

i i i
X *Xxs, S1 X/(Z/2Z) »Xxs, S3/Q(8)

I 1 i
B B B

with fundamental group diagram (7.2) which gives the contribution 2b, +26, +2bk
to /*. The contributions from the 1-cells are subtracted (see proof of Theorem
7.2) and the 2-cells added to give the resuit.

It has been essential to thèse two examples that the center of the fundamental

group was "picked up" by an S1-action so therefore has to be cyclic. To remedy
this restriction slightly we consider F=Tn, the n-torus. Let F-^E^B bean
orientable bundle with fundamental group data Zn —> ir —> p. Consider tt,
Cok(Zl->7r) where Zl<=Zn as the first i factors. We get exact séquences

pt
Z -> ir,-! > irr

THEOREM 7.3. The Wh-transfer /*:Wh(p)-> Wh(7r) associated with the

bundle T" -+E^>B is the composition

Wh (p) Wh (ttJ Pf°Pf°' °P"
> Wh (<ir0) Wh (tt).

/. We may replace Tn -^ E -> B by a principal Tn -bundle T1 -^ X-> Y
with the same fundamental group data and use this to compute /*. The séquence
of S^bundles

S1-h>X/T1-»X/T1+1

now finishes the proof by referring to the main theorem.

If G is a compact connected Lie group and F a G-CW complex it is clear from
the above that we can compute the géométrie Wh-transfer for any bundle

F-+E-+B with G as structure group, since the inclusion of the maximal torus
Te: G induces an epimorphism of fundamental groups and we thus may produce
a bundle with the same fundamental group data and T as structure group, and
then may proceed as in Theorems 7.1 and 7.2. This gênerai resuit we prefer not to
state since it uses the actual T-cellular structure of F and thus gets a very
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comphcated form In case of the K0-transfer and fîmte fundamental group of the
base however we know the géométrie S1-transfer îs 0 so m the mductive argument
we keep addmg zeroes to obtam e.g

THEOREM 7 4 Let Mbe a differentiable manifold with 0 Euler charactenstic
and M —» E —» B a smooth bundle with structure group a compact connected Lie
group If ttxB is finite and B is finitely dominated then E is homotopy équivalent to

a finite complex

Remark. In case x(M) £ 0 the K0-transfer has been computed by Ehrhch [7]
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